STAR WARS
(Main Title)

Majestically, steady march (J = 108)

Music by
JOHN WILLIAMS

a tempo

legato
ANAKIN'S DARK DEEDS

Music by
JOHN WILLIAMS

Funereal \( (J = 63) \)

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{p} \\
\text{mp}
\end{array} \]

\( 8\text{th} \)

cresc. poco a poco

Viciously \( (J = 84) \)

\[ \begin{array}{c}
f
\end{array} \]
Madhu-rah sweh-pna, gorah-domah

mp

sweh-pna, moor-it-tioo, ma-dhu-rah

sweh-pna...
PRINCESS LEIA'S THEME

With a gentle flow and straight-eighth feeling ($J = 72$)

Music by
JOHN WILLIAMS

Princess Leia's Theme - 2 - 1
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THE FORCE THEME

Music by
JOHN WILLIAMS

Moderately \( (J = 96) \)

Cm \ Fm6 \ G7(\#5) \ Cm \ G7sus \ G7

mf

legato

Cm \ F \ G7 \ Cm \ Cm/Bb

Ab \ Cm/G \ G7sus \ G7

1.

Cm \ G7

2.

Cm \ Cm/Bb \ Ab \ Cm \ Gm

Abmaj7 \ D\flat \ D\flat/C \ Bbm7

The Force Theme - 2 - 1
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